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In this colorful storybook with stickers, Plants vs. Zombies: The Three Little Pigs Fight Back, the

famous fairy-tale pigs are thrown into the fun-dead world of Plants vs. Zombies, the award-winning

video game.Instead of the big bad wolf, the brave pigs must escape a mob of fun-loving,

brain-eating zombies from the wildly popular game. The pigs will have to think fast and team up with

some zombie-fighting plants to stay alive.The fun never dies in this action-filled adventure for kids

with full-color illustrations.
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The three little pigs aren't afraid of the Big Bad WolfÃ¢â‚¬â€•but zombies are another story! The

pigs must use the plants in their garden to fight off the fun-dead. Will they be able to plant fast

enough to save their brainy-brain-brains?

What's more fun that combining a classic story with the madcap antics of Plants Vs. Zombies? One

of the things I enjoy about PVZ is the mix of spooky and fun without being too gross or disturbing for

younger children. I bought this book for my youngest as his older siblings both enjoy playing the

PVZ video games and he likes to watch them play. The story is suitable for early readers with some

sight words and repetition to add in new vocabulary words (because, hey, it's okay if Zombies is one



of your preschooler's sight words). At $4.99, it's worth the cost.

Such a cute book. My son is just learning to read and has a great time reading these books! There

are some words that he stumbles on, but other than that, has not issues. He has been playing PVZ

for a few months now on his iPod and he thinks its just great that there are stories behind the

'characters' now. He has actually been making up his own stories now that he has read a few of

these because he thinks that they should ALL have stories. It's cute, but they have sparked his

imagination and it puts his nose in a book instead of a game. Win, win.

My boys LOVE plants vs zombies and this book is one that they love to read over and over. My

boys are 6 and 3 years and they've both enjoyed this book for over a year now.The story is a twist

on the 3 little pigs, but instead of running from the big bad wolf, they are running from the zombies

and defending their homes by planting different plants in the backyard garden.The pictures are

wonderfully done and my 3 yr old loves to identify all the different plants and zombies as we go

through the story.There isn't much merchandise for young PvZ fans, so this book was a great buy

for us. We also bought the "Brains and the beanstalk" and "Save your brains" books and they love

those just as much.

My PVZ loving kid LOVED this book and has read it multiple times since receiving it. It's a fun twist

on a classic story that's easy enough for kids to read and amusing enough for parents to listen to

over and over again.

My daughter is a huge Plants VS Zombie fan. She owns several of the toys, so this book was a

no-brainer for me. She really likes this book. She's read it hundreds of times and still pulled it out

from time to time! Wish there was way more in the series, as she really likes it. It has since been

passed on to her brother who has enjoyed it just as much and really liked reading something for the

first time in awhile. Not because he was told to, but because he WANTED to! With all the hub-bub of

Hollywood zombies, he gets to read about zombies (which both fascinate and terrify him) without all

the gore and fright of the movie productions and adult comics. Plus, they both love the game!

My 6 year old son is a nut for Plants v. Zombies so I got him this book as a reward for a perfect

score on his math test. He went nuts! The pictures are great. He loved the story and better yet he

was able to read most of the book himself which made him so proud! The stickers that came with it I



removed before I gave him the book and give them out as rewards. My son loves the book!

Cute book . Incorporated the three little pigs story Zombie style. My son loved it. He is five.

My boys loved this book!
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